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A product design without fasteners and the use of environmentally
friendly materials and low-cost parts with integrated functions provides
excellent manufacturability, customer ease of use, and product
stewardship.
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  Top view of the Model 712 without top cover.


The system electronics is the place where integration is most
likely to be first noticed in the Model 712 product. Electronic
assemblies consist of one main system board, a power supply,
three optional circuit boards, and up to four memory SIMMs.
The main system board is relatively small, and all of the core
electronics is incorporated onto this board through integraĆ
tion of functionality into relatively few VLSI components.
(Fig. 3 in the article on page 9 shows the main system
board). The main system board uses dualĆsided surface
mount construction, with I/O connector space being proĆ
vided mostly by doubleĆhigh (stacked) bulkhead connectors.
Optional boards are provided for telephony, extra I/O, and
highĆresolution graphics. Compared to today's personal comĆ
puters, the Model 712's system board functions are usually
found on a personal computer's motherboard, backplane (if
any), and two to three expansion boards. This level of inteĆ
gration on the Model 712 exceeds the density of personal
computer functionality, while providing current workstation
performance.
 
The chassis assembly consists of a plastic base, a metal chasĆ
sis, a metal liner for EMI containment of the rear I/O conĆ
nectors, and a plastic rear dress panel (see Fig. 4). The dress
panel includes silkscreened graphics to identify the connecĆ
tors and state necessary regulatory information, eliminating
the need for information labels. The chassis has a variety of
holes and embossments to assist in joining the plastic parts
to it. The plastic base provides outer air venting and cosĆ
metic appeal to the product while also containing several
snaps and guides for mating parts. The metal liner provides
EMI finger contact to all connectors in one part, whereas
previous products often required many different clips for
such functionality. Held together via plastic heat stakes, the
plastic base, the metal chassis, the metal liner, and the plastic
dress panel make up the main assembly chamber of the
product. The main circuit board, power supply and cover,
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disk brackets, and top cover all snap or drop into this chasĆ
sis. Option boards are also easily installed into the chassis on
top of the main system board, with integral bulkheads that
mate vertically to chassis cutouts (also without fasteners).
  
The power supply cover is another example of integration.
Many parts were designed out" by this single plastic part
that performs six functions. The main function is to protect
end users from dangerous voltages by shrouding the exposed
power supply. The cover snaps into the chassis from front to
rear and is removable only by using a screwdriver to disenĆ
gage the snap that holds it in place. In addition to shrouding
the power supply, the cover secures the power supply board
in place, houses the fan and speaker, channels air flow, and
provides structural support for the monitor. The fan simply
snaps down inside the cover and seals to the sides and top
of the cover. The speaker slides down and press fits into a
simple pocket, which provides acoustic baffling. After the
cover is installed, cables from these devices are routed to the
main system board for electrical connection.
    
The disk brackets are made of HP's newly patented HPĆPAC
material.1 This material is made of expanded polypropylene
beads, and is used most often to produce shipping carton
cushions for many types of products. Instead of placing this
material around a finished product to cushion it in a shipĆ
ping carton environment, it is instead formed to fit inside a
product with integral recesses to embed internal compoĆ
nents. For the Model 712 workstation, the HPĆPAC material is
used to hold the hard disk and flexible disk mechanisms in
place. The HPĆPAC used in the workstation consists of three
parts: a bottom shell which provides a recess for both flexĆ
ible and hard disk, and two separate top pieces for covering
each disk mechanism (see bottom portion of Fig. 4). BeĆ
cause of the cushioning properties of the HPĆPAC material,
the disk drive mechanisms benefit from reduced shock and
vibration levels. The HPĆPAC material also provides integral
air channels for inlet air to be drawn across hot areas of the
disk drive mechanisms. The interesting feature of HPĆPAC is
that no screws are needed to install the mechanisms. The
devices simply drop into recesses inside of the cushioning
material, and cables can be connected directly to the emĆ
bedded mechanisms. Once in place, the chassis enclosure
then retains the top and bottom shells of HPĆPAC around
each device.
 
The top cover includes a configurable bezel for the flexible
disk area, a plastic top shell, and a thin metal liner to comĆ
plete the EMI enclosure. The liner is held to the cover via
plastic heat stakes and has a series of fingers on each side of
the cover to contact the chassis and contain EMI radiation.
The flexible disk bezel is designed to snap into the front of
the cover, which then configures the frontal appearance of
the product. The cover assembly drops vertically onto the
chassis and then slides rearward until alignment hooks and
snaps in the cover engage to hold the cover in place.
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